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~o therefol'e 

VI + IJl ::::: :. % a~3 + r: 3t au - 4 au (!3t - a S4) + constant. 

The eonstant is found by putting au eqllal tQ..a23 = au = au = ~3t, 
in which case VI takes up the sixteenth part of the whole hyper
sphel'e, i. e. ~ %~, whilst Vn becomes = O. 

The constant then proves to be - ~ %2, hence 

VI + Vll = - -A ~~ + : :ft al~'+ f :ft a n - ! al~ (!Jh - a 34 ). 

Likewise we find. 

Vll + VlIl = - ~ n 2 + ~ n (i'l - au) + ~ 3t au - 4 (i% - aH) (!~ - a28 ),

VIlI + VIV = - g. :rr. + k 3t aH + l 3t (4:rr - au) -" 4 a34 n~ -- au), etc. 

Every time the' sum of the volumes Of two successive tetra~ledra 
ean be expl'essed by means of four successive elements of the fil'st 
cycle mentioned in ~ 4. Wededuce easily from this: 

Vi - V1lJ = ! a12a S4 - ia14 (t3t -- a 2S)' 
-"" 

whilst in like mannel' we can find VIl - VI V, VllJ- V v, etc. 
Furthel' we find 

VI + VIV = ia14an '- ia34 (i3t - au) - iau Çi-3!' - aH) 

and in like mal1l1er Vn + V v, etc. 
If we remember th at tl)e tetl'ahedra I and VII are alike with 

respect to their elements anel volumes, II and VIII a]80, etc. anel that 
with l'espeqt to the volumes we have ,to deal with only a closed 
range of six term~ we see that of each al'bitl'al'y pair always either 
the sum or the differ(~née of the volumes can be expL'essed in a 
simple manneL'. 

Mathematics. "TII8 locus of tlw CltSpS ol a t!treefold infinite 
linem' systent of plilne cubics wit!t si,'/) basepoints." By Prof. 
P. H. SCHOLTE. 

In the genel'ally known l'epresentation of a cubic surface Ss on 
a plane a to the plane sections of S3 correspond the cubics throllgh 
six points in a; here to the pal'abolic Clll'Ve 812 of S3' answers the 
locus Cu of- the cusps of the linear system of those cubics. The 
}?rincipal aim of this short studjr is io decluce from wellknown 
properties of S12 properties of c12 and l'evel'sely. 

1. If a plane rotates al'ollnd a l'ight linc l of 83 the points 'of 
intersection of that line l with the rornpleting conie describe on l 
an involution, the double points of which are called the asymptotic 
poiI~ts of l. Accol'ding to thc ~ondition of yeality of these asymptotie 
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points the 27 right lines of Sa, supposed to be real, are to be 
divided inio two gronps, into a group of 12 lines with imaginary 
asymptotic points, the !ines 

al a2 aa a4 aG ao I 
bl b2 ba b4 b5 ba I 

of a doublesix and into a group of 15 lines CB , cu' ... ,c50 with 
real asymptotic points. If to the six basepoints A'! of the linear 
sysiem of the cu bics t11e six lines ai correspolld - anel this case 
we sha11 in the following continually have in view - then to the 

six lines bt correspona the six conies b~2 through all the 
basepoints exeept A/i and to tlle fifteen lines Cik cOJ'responel the 

2 

eOllllecting lines dik = (A'i , A' Ic), w hi1st to the systems of conics (aJ 
2 2 

in planes through ai, (bi) in planes through bt , (Clk) in planes 
through CIIc cOl'respond snccessivel.y the pencils of the curves of tlw 
linear system with A'i as elonb1epoint, the llnes (b' I) thl'ough A'i 

and tlle conirs (c;~") through t11e four basepoints differing from 
Ai anel Ak' The situation of the six points A/i is t11en such that 
each of the fifteen lines C'iJe is touched in real points by 1\",'0 conics 

p 

of the peneils (Cik) , whilst on the othel' hand the points of contact 
'0 

of the tangents out of the points A/i to the eonics bi' are imaginary 

so l.hat each point A't lies within tho conic b;2 with the same index. 

2. As a mattel' of fa ct all roa1 points of a line l of Sa are hypor
bolic points of this snrface with thc exception of the iwo asymptotic 
points of this line showing a pal'abolic character; whilst each of 
these asymplotic points is point of contact of l with a conic lying 
on S\ l touches in both points lhe paralJolic curve S12. lf we apply 
this to each of the six lines al' imaged in ihe points A'i, and if 
we eonsider that to a definite point P of at eorl'espollds the point 
P' lying infinitely close io A'i connected with A'i by a line of 
detinite dil'eetion (Versl., vol. I, pag. 143) we find immediately: 

"The six lJasepoints A'i of the 1inear system are fourfolel points 
of the curve CU of a pal'~iClllar character, consisting of the combi
nation of two real cusps with eonjugate imuginal'Y cnspidal tangents, 
the cuspictal tangents of the curves ont of the system with 
a ensp in A'i". 

The twelve points of intel'section ·of the line dik with CU consist 
of the isolateel points A'i, A'!c counting fom times and the rea1 points 
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of' contaet wiLh i wo conies ont of the pencil (c:~c) counting two 
times. Hkewise do the 24 points of intel'sectlon of the conie 

b;2,,,,ith CU consist of the five basepoint'3 difl'ering from A'l counting 
fom times and the imn,ginn,ry points of contn,ct with the tal1gents 
through A'i counting two times. 

3. Fl'om the investign,tions of F. KLEIN n,nd H. G. ZmUTHEN dating 
from 1873 and 1875 it has become evident th at the surfaee S' with 
27 rea1 right lines has ten openings and the parabolic curve sU-has 
ten oval branches. In connection with this we find: 

"The locus CU !las ten oval branches." 
We ask which sitnation of the six basepoints A'l COl'l'esponds to 

the particular case of the "sllrface of diagollals" of OLEBSCH, in which 
the ten oval branches of the curve Sl~ have contractetl to isolated 
points. In this case the fifteen 1ines with real asymptotic points) i.e. 
in our case the 1i11es d,k, pass ten times th ree by th1'ee thl'ongh a 
point; this is satisfied by the six pOÜJts consisting of the fi"e vertices 
of a regu1al' pentagon and the centre of the cil'cumscribed circle. 

Fig. 1. 

What is more, each six points having the indicated situation cn,!1 be 
bl'ought by central pro,jection to t11is more reglllar shape. Tbc ten 
meeting-points of the triplets of 1ines thel1 1'01'111 the vertices of two 
regular pentagons (fig. 1). The curve eH cOl'l'esponding to these six 
basepoinis ihen consists of merely isolated points, namely of fOUlofold 
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points in the six basepoints anel twofolcl points in the ten meeting 
points of the triplets of lines. 

The l'emark that the (,Ul've CU helonging to tbc six basepoints of 
fig. 1 has the line e'ul as axis of óymmetry and transfol'ms iiself 
into itself when rotating 72° aronnd A'~, enables us to dèduce in a 
simple way Us equa.tion witb respect to a rectangular system of co 01'

dinates with A' a as origin and c' 16 as .'v-axis. The forms which pass 
into themselves by the indicated rotation tl,re 

Q2 = IU 2 + y\ P = m& _ 10m3y2 + 5l1JY\ Q = 5,v 4y - 1 Om2y~ + y&. 

lf we pay aUention to the axis of symmetry and to the identity 
p2 + Q2 = !IlO the indicated equation can be written in the form 

Q4 + a(/ + bel + CQIO + dQ12 + Pee + !(/ + gQ4 + lt(6) +P2(i+kQ'):= 0, 

so that we have to determine onIy the ten coefûcients a, b, .. ,k. lf 
now the common clistance of the points A'u A'2' .. ,A'. to A'a is 
unity, then 

( 3-e)2 (- 3 + e)2 
IU~ m + -2- (m_1)4 ,v + -2- -= 0, 

where e stands for V5, represents the twelve points of intersection 
of the curve with the x-axis. By performing the multiplication this 
passes into 

m4 (,v 8 + 2,v7 - 7,v 6 
- 6,v· + 20m 4 

- 6,'11 ' - 7x2 +2x + 1) = o. 
From this follows 

a=-7, b= 20, a+i=-7, 
e = 2,! = - 6, g = - 6, 

80 the equation 

d+ k= 1, 
lt = 2. 

Q4 -7Q6+20Qs _7Qlo+Q12+2P(1_ 3Q2_3Q4+(6)_ Q2(i+kQ2):=0 

is eletermined, with the exception of the coefûeients i and /.; still 
un1\:nown. Now the parallel displacelllent of tbe system of coordinates 
to A' 1 as ol'igin furnishes a new equation, of which the form 

(4- i-k) y2+2 (12-4i-57c),'Uy2+,'U4+(54-28i-45k),'U2y2+(5+4i+3k)y~ 

represents, aftel' multiplication by 25, the terms of a 10\0\'er order 
than five. The new origin being a fourfolel point of cB and thc 
terms with y2 anel xy' having thus to vanish, we finel 

i= 8 k= - 4, 

on account of which the inclicateel form passes into 
(m 2 + 5y2)2. 

The correctness of this l'esult is evident from the following. Just 
as the two tn,ngents in the old origin counting two times are l'epresented 
by ,1]2 + y~ = 0, anel thel'efol'e coincide with the tangents out of A'B 
to the conic through the other basepoints, 80,1]2 + 5y2 = 0 l'epl'esel1ts 
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for the new origin A'l the pair of tangents out of A\ to the conic thl'ough 
tlle othel' basepoints. Or, if one likes, just as m2 + y2 is witll the exception 
of a numerical factor, the fourth transformation ("Ueberschiebung") ofthe 
fh'st member of the equation Q = ° of the Iines connecting A'G to 
the remaining basepoints, so {t'2 + 5y2 represents, likewise with the 
exception of a numerical factol', the fom'th transformation of the fiTst 

Py 
member of tlle equation - = 0, which indicates witb respect to the 

m 

new origin A'l the five lines connecting A'l to the remaining base
points. 

FinaJly the equation of Cl2 is 
Q4(Qs_7(l+20Q4_7Q2 t 1)+2P(Q6_3Q4_3Q2+ 1)+ 4Q2(Q2_2)=O, (1) 

or entirely in polar coordinates (Q, p) 

4(Q2_2)Q5cos5p=(Q2+1)(Q4-4Q2 + 1)±(Q2-WV(Q2-1)(4Q2+ 1 )(5Q2-1). (2) 

It is easy to show that th is curve admits of no real points differing 
fl'0l11 the six basep..oints A'! anel the ten points of intersection of the 
triplets of conuerting lines. If for brevity we write (2) in the form 

L cos Sp = lJ1 ± VN, 
then we tlnd 

- L2 sin2 5p = (.LU2 + N - V) ± 2iVI VN . (3) 
aud 
}'1 2 +N - L2 = 2 (Q2_1)2 (2Q5_1)(Q8 -6!l+14Q4+21/-1) I. . (4) 

(.L11 2+N _L2)2 _ 4},{2 N = 4(>8 (Q2_1)4 «(J2.-2)~ (Q4_7Q2+1)2\ 

lf now wc moreover 110tice that N is negativc and therefore 
1 

cos 5p complex when Q2 lies between - and 1, the following is 5 _ 
immediately evident: 

a. The first member of the second cquation (-!) tends to zero; 
1 

when Q2 assumes one of the values 0, 1, 2, '2 (7 ± 3e); it is positive 

for all other values of Q2. 
b. If V N is real and Q2 differs from llnity the second member 

of the fhst equation (4) is positive; fol' the equation 

(l - 6Q6 + 14Q4 + 2(>2 - 1 = 0 

has, as is evident wh en the roots Q2 are diminished by:1 ~, beside'3 

one real negntive root on1y one rea] positive one between ~ and 1. 

1 
C. If Q~ differs ii'om 0, 1, 2, '2 (7 ± 3e) (he second member of 
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(3) is positive when N is posltive, and thel'efol'e cp is ïinaginary. 
cl. 'Neithel' does (l = 2 give a real value fol' cp; fol' substitution 

in (1) furnishes for cos 5cp the result ! V2. 

e. 80 we find only the real points: 

Q = 0, cp indefinite. •. A'~, 

Q = 1, cos 5cp = 1 . .. A'p A'" A'~, A'., Af,! 

3±e 
Q = -2-' cos 5cp = - 1 . the ten points of intersection 

of the fifteen eonnectillg lilles three by thl'ee. 

4. We now eonsider a second case, in which the position of the 
six basepoints is likewise a very particular one, whel'e namely these 
points form the vertices of a romplete quaclilateral. Thl'ough these 
six points not one genuine cubic with a cusp passes. For the th1'ee 
pairs of opposite vertices (All A~), (Eli B~), (Cl> C~) of a complete 
quadilatel'al (fig. 2) forffi on. each CUl've of order th1'ee, containing 

Fig. 2. 

them, th1'ee pairs of conjugate points of the same system, and these 
do not OCCUl' on the cubic with a cnsp, because th1'ough each point 
of such a curye only one tangent touching the curve elsewhel'e 
ean be drawn. In this special case the locus of the cusps has broken 
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up into the fom sides of the quadrilatel'al each of those lines counted 
three times. Fo!' it is clear that an al'bitrary point of the line AIBl Cl 
e. g., as a point of contact of this line with a conic passing through 
A~, B~, C2 , repl'esents a cusp of the linear system of cubics. We ean 
even expect th at each of the four sides must be taken into account 
more than one time, because each of those points instead of being an 
ordinary cusp is a point, where two condnuing branches touch each 
other. And finally the remark that the' sides of the quadrilateral 
divide the plane into four triangles e with elliptic and thl'ee quadran
gles h with fOl~r hyperbolic points, s~ that they continue to form -
the separatioll between those two domains, forces us to bring them 
an odd number of times into account, namely thl'ee times because 
we must arri ve at a compound curve eB. 

Some more particulars with respect to the rlomains e and h. The 
nodal tangmlts of the cu bic (fig. 3) passing through the three pairs 
of points (Al' Al), (BI' B,), (Cp C~) and having in P a node, are 
the double rays of the involution of the pairs of lines connecting' 

... 
Fig,3. 

P with the- three pairs of points mentioned, so a1so the tangents Îll 

P to the two conics of the tangential pencil with the sides of the 
quadl'ilateral as basetangents, passing through P; now, as these two 
conics are realor conjugate imaginary according to P lying in one 
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of the three quadrangles h Ol' in one of the four triangles e, what 
was assumed follows immediately. 
- To the case treated here of CU broken HP into four lines to be 

counted three times cOl'responds ihe parabolic curve of the surface 
83 with fuur nodes. 

5. In the third place we consiclel' stiJl t11e special case of six 
basepoints lying on a conic, in which the linear system of cllbics 
êontains a net or curves elegepel'afing info a conic and a right line; 
in this net of' degenerateel curves the conic is ever anel again the 
conic c2 through the six basepoints tl,nd the l:{ght line is an arbitrary 
right line of' the plane. ' 

This case can in a simple way be 'connected with a sUl'face 
8 3 with a node O. If we project this surface out of ihis noele 

,() on a plane a not passing throllgh this point, then the plane 
sections of the surface project as cubics passing through the six 
points of interseetion of a with the lines of the surface passing 
thl'ough 0; because these six lines lie on aquadratic cone, the six 
points of intel'section witlt a lie on a conic. Besicles, the sections 
with plan es through 0 project as right lines; therefore the completing 
conie c2 must evielently be regareled as the image of the node O. 
Of course we must here again think that c2 cOl'l'esponcls point for 
point to the points of 0 3 lying at infinite short distance fi:om 0 3

; 

for c', is the section of a with the cone of the tangents to 8 3 in O. 
As c2 with one of its tangents repl'esents a curve of the linear 

system, this conie belongs at least twice to the lOCtlS of the CllSpS. 
Here too this.loeus of cusps improper with,continuing branches must 
be arcounted, for three times, so that the locus proper is a curve 

• CO of order six, touching c2 in the six basepoints. 
Let us snppose that c2 is a cil'cle and that the six basepoints, on 

that cirele (fig. 4) form the vel'tires of a l'egulal' hexagon, then the 
curve CO has the shape of a rosette with six leaves having the centl'e 
0' of the circle anel the points at infinite distance of the diameters 
A1A., A 2.A. , A.Ao as isolàted points. Of the ten ovaJs there areJour 
contl'aeted to points, whilst the six remaining ones have joined, into 
the~ cÏl'cle of the basepoints anel the curve co. 

,If we take point 0' as origin and the lil1e O'Al as x-axis of a 
l'ectangular system of coordinates, then if O'Al is unity of lengt11 
we find 1'01' the equation of CO 

4y' (y' - 3m2)2 + 9 (a;2 + y2)2 _ 9 (11:' + y') = 0'. 

It is evident f'rom this equation that the curve cft can really stand 
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I 

, l 

Fig. 4. 

rotation of multiples of 60° l'ound 0', for then x2 + y2 and y(y2 - 3x2 

are transformed into themselves. 
Out of the equation 

3 
sin 3p = ± - VI - 1.2 

2r2 

on polar cool'dinates it is evident that tlle curve c6 (witIt the excep
tion of its four isolated points) is included between the cil'cles, de-

1 
seribeel out of 0' with the radii 1 anel '2 V 3. 

If we pass from the locus of the cusps to the pal'abolie curve of 
83 we must notice that tlle last curve bas the node 0 of 83 as 
threefold point, because c2 has separated itself three times from the 
locus CU. 80 th is pal'abolic curve is an S9 of order nine, aresult 
which will pl'esently be arrived at in an other way. 

We shall gi, e - without wishing in the least to exlH.~ust this 
case of the six basepoints situated on a conic - same degenerations 
of the l'emaining curve c6 corresponding to some definite coincidences 
of the basepoints. 

a) Tbe cases (2, 2, 2), (4, 2), (6). lf the six basepoints coincide 
two by two in three points of the conie, then c6 consists of the sides 
of' the triangle of the basepoints counted double, originating fl'om 
compound cu bics with a double line; there is not a locus proper. 
In reality the case (2, 2, 2) of' a con ie touchillg in three points cannot 
OCCl11' for a gellUine cubic with a eusp. 
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The cases (4, 2) and (6) are to be regarded as included in the 
pl'eceding. By allowillg two of tbe vertices or the thl'ee vertices of 
the iriangle just considered to coincide we find fOl'_ case (4, 2) the 
connecting line of the two basepoints connted fom times and the 
tangent to the conic in thc basepoint of highe&t multiplicity counted 
two times, for case (6) tlle tangent to the conic iJ! the point connting 
for six basepoints counted six times. That there èan be no locus proper in 
the last case ensues also from ihe fact, that a gel1Uine cu bic witlt 
eusp allows of no sextactie point. 

û) The case (3, 3). If the six basepoints eoineide t111'ee by th ree in 
two points of tbe conic, t11en cB eOllsists of a part impl'oper, the 
eonneeting line of the two points counted four times, and a part 
proper, a conie touching the conic of the: basepoints in these points. 
The new con ie lies mltsicle tbe conie of the basepoinis. 

c) The case (1, 5). This case agrees in many respect.s with the 
pl'eceding. We finel a part impropel', the tangent in the point eounting 
for five basepoints drawn to the conie of the basepoints, a.nd a part 
proper, a ennie touehing the con ie of the base points in these points. 
The new conie lies inside the con ie of the basepoints. 

6. Of eOl1l'se it is possible to caU forth .by the curve CU sueces
sively all the different special cases whieh can put in an appearance 
by the parabolic curve SU of the various surfaces S3. As th is would 
lead ns here too far, we limit ourselves to a single l'emal'k, which 
can eventually facilitate an analytic investigation of this idea. 

Aceol'ding to the generni resnlts with ,resper.t to a linear system of 
CUl'ves ell obtained as early as 1879 by E. OAPORALI the loens 
c4(2n-3) of the cusps of this system has in eaeh ?'-fold basepoint of 
the system a 4(21'-1) fold point anel besides 6(n-l)2-22(3?,2-2?'+1) 
nodes C. Eaeh of those points C is eharaeterized by the property 
that each curve of the system passing thl'ougb tbis point is toueheel 
in tbis point by a definite line c. 

For t11e case under observation, n = 3 of the en bICS, the number 
of points C is representeel by 24-6p, when p is the number of 
basepoints. 

If we wish to investigate analytically wh at peeulial'ity the locus 
of the cusps shows in a basepoint of the system, or how a line 
through three basepoints separates fi'om it, then the result - and 
tbis is the remark indieaied - vvill be independent of the f'act, 
whethel' the i'emaining basepoints OCCl1l' or not, if in the former case, 
that same of ihese basepoinis appeal' in a rea.l Ol' in an imaginary 
condition, we assume th at these points both with respect io each 
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other anel to the former basepoints have not a partieular position. 
With the aid of this l'emal'k we can easily find 1he following 

theorems, with which we conclude: 
"Both cusps of w hieh t11e foul'fold point ·of the curve Cu -coin

ciding with a basepoint A'i seeIllS to consiRL and the LWO cusps of 
the curves of the system showiJlg in this point a cusp, coincide in 
cuspida1 tangents, but they turn their points to opposite sides." 

"lf the threé basepoints A'l' A's, A'3 lie on a rightline I, the locus 
proper of the cusps reduces itself to a C1ll've c9 touching t11e line I 
in A'l' A'2' A'a' If the thl'ee l'emaining basepoints / exist then ihe 
points of interseetion of I witb the sides of the triangle having those 
basepoints as vertices are points of c9

" • 

. The last case answers to that of a sn1'face 8 3 with a double point; 
the parabolic curve ha ving in th is doublepoint a threetold point, 
because I separates itself th1'ee times trom cu,' is as has been found 
above already a twisted curve of order nine. 

Physics. - "An investigation of sorne ultra-red metallic spectra." 
By W. J. H. MOLL. (Communicated by Prof. W. H. JULIUS). 

(Communicated in thc meeting of December 29, 1006). 

Among the spectra of known e1ements those of tlle a1kali-metals, ' 
by theil' relatively simple strllcture, lend themsel ves pal'tieularly weIl 
to an in vestigation of tlleil' ultra-red pu,rts. Many observel's have' 
consequently sought fol' emission lines of these metaJs in this region. 

Por the tb'st part of the ultra-red spectrum- the photographic plate 
may be sensitised; espeCially LEHMANN 1) measlll'ed _ in this way 
val'Îous lines with wavc-lengths ranging to almost 1 (J,. By means 
of the bolometer SNOW 2) coulcl acl\'ance to -1.5 (l. 

Por the further regio11, howeve1', nothillg was known about these 
spectra. COBLEN'fZ ~), to be sure, was led by n series of obsel'vations 
in this respect, to the eonclusio11 thnt the nlkali-metals emit no 
specific radiation beyOllcl 1.5 t', but I had reaS011 to doubt tlle 
validity of this c011clusion. 

In what follows I will briefly deseribe tlle method by whieh some 
ultra-red spectra were illvestigated, nnd the lines thus found. In an 

1) H. LEHMANN. Do's Ann. 5, 633, HI01. 
2) B. W. SNOW. W.'s Ann. 47, 208, 1892. 
3) W. W. C0l3LENTZ. lnvestigations of lnfra-red Spectra. Curnegie lnst. Washing

ton. 1905. 


